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EXTRAPYRAMIDAL CENTRAL MECHANISMS.

T WO well-known physiological observations conspired to
direct thought towards a particular theory of nervous
control of animal action. These two observations were

the specific and restricted nature of most spinal reflexes evoked
by moderate stimuli; and the similar specific and restricted
nature of the motor responses to stimulation of points in the
excitable area of the frontal lobe of the cerebrum-again when
the stimuli are of not too great intensity. When attention was
directed to the natural behaviour of normal animals it was easy
to speculate that the total activity was a compound of unit
activities. Where such compound reactions occur after lesions
vhich hiave eliminated the motor action of the cerebral cortex (as
in the decerebrate aninmal or in animals deprived of portionis of
the nmotor cortex alone) the combined activity inight well be
supposed to be a compound mnade up of individtual reflexes and
co-ordinated by subcortical mechanisms. Where lhowever thle
combined activity was obviously directed to ani external object
through one or miiore of the higher organs of sense, the compound
activity miiight be regarded as brouglht about by a multiple
excitement of the ilotor miechanisms in thle cerebral cortex.
In this latter case, the action of the -whole animal might be
looked upon as compounded of a large number of individual
cortical motor actions-as if the motor cortex was being arti-
ficially stimulated at a multitude of different points. Such a
manner of regarding the complex reactions of an animal to
auditory and visual stimuli is certainly a plausible one, and it is
possible that this view of cortical activity is held (with reserva-
vations) by the majority of workers who interest themselves in
this field.

During an interesting discussion at the Neurological
Congress in Berne this summer, attention was again drawn to
the curious motor reaction which may be obtained on faradic
stimulation of the exposed cut surface of the mid-brain at or
near the locus of the red nucleus. The reactions in question are
reactions of the whole animal, and to that extent differ com-
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pletely from the reactions obtainable on stimulation of the
adjacent crus cerebri-for these latter reactions are confined
to the opposite side of the body. From this area (and we may
add in parentheses, from higher parts of the central nervous
system) a combined reaction may be evoked and is certainly
not brought about by the simultaneous stimulation of a multi-
tude of different nerve fibres in the corticospinal tract. Further,
Ranson's careful reinvestigation of these phenomena in cats has
confirmed the original observations in monkeys that a curious
antagonism appears to exist between them and the reactions
elicited from the corticospinal tract itself.- The stimulation of
the area in question elicits (amongst other things) a long-maint
tained flexion of the same-sided fore-limb. Similar stimulationl:
of the crossed crus cerebri also elicits flexion of that individual
limb. If now the first area be stimulated and the stimulation
be stopped, a long-continued flexion of the limb persists. If,
during this, the crus be stimulated, the flexion inay be augmented
slightly. But on cessation of stimulation the arm ' flops.' The
corticospinal activity, although in the same sense as this otlher
activity, differs in this, that it appears to wipe out the long-
continued after-discharge which would otherwise follow the
first stimulation. In other words, the cortical reaction appears
to leave behind it a clean slate. It is interesting, but not ger-
mane to our present argument, that Ranson's confirmnation and
expansion of previous observations on the effect of lesions upon
the reaction obtained from the 'red nuclear area' have led him
to the opinion that the reaction cannot be subserved by any of
the well-established descending motor tracts.

Work which has been reported on, but is at present un-
published, indicates that somewhat similar reactions of the
whole animal follow stimulation of higher parts of the central
nervous system-for instance, in the region of the optic thalamus,
and elsewhere. These reactions differ from what may be termed
the 'red nuclear reaction' in various respects; one particular
being, for instance, that phasic movements of one or more
limbs may occur. In some cases the fore-limb may exhibit
definite slashing or scratching movements. In other cases it
may merely be poised as if about to strike, and with claws
protruded (in the case of the cat). In all cases these reactions
correspond to the ' red nuclear reaction' in being brought
about by extrapyramidal mechanisms; in all cases they differ
from normal cortical activities in being undirected to any
external object.
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Such results seem to point to a different conception of the
mechanism by which the total activity of an animal is brought
about. In place of the old idea that these activities are a
concatenation of individual cortical reactions, it would appear
more likely that they are governed by some quite different
nervous mechanism. The opinion may be hazarded that a sub-
cortical mechanism acts, in a sense independently, in bringing
about total activities of a more or less general nature; and that
the cortical mechanism functions by producing the sn.all
variations necessary to direct such actions to a particular
object. But to say this is certainly to err too much on the other
side, and to underestimate the functions of the cortex to which,
for instance, the phenomena here described would seem to add
the power of inhibiting the subcortical mechanism and allowing
it or a similar one to function in another direction.
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